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Many madaris in Deoband have produced great
scholars. For example: Dr. Shahabuddin Farooq has
spent decades at the Jamia Nizamia in Hyderabad,

which is now one of the premier Deobandi institutions.
There has been significant progress in the application
of Deobandi methodology for tafsir. Ja'fari zahiri has
been named the foremost scholar of his time in the
field of fiqh. However, Imam Ghazali had a massive

impact on the development of the methodologies and
institutions, and in fact, these later became the

essence of Deobandi learning. So the fact that every
major madaris in India and Pakistan (and some in

Bangladesh) follow Deobandi methodology is not the
outcome of an agenda to eliminate the islamic

universities that were being established. It was due to
internal doctrinal and ideological shifts as a result of

his teachings. The idea that Deoband was established
due to material factors or for political reasons is a
complete misconception. The scholars of Deoband

themselves acknowledge that their institutions have
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existed prior to the prophet. 2. If you didnt read the
article, dont read the comments. Shirk is a word that
describes associating partners with Allah. It is a sin.

Associate partners with Allah is a sin. Is what is
happening with the madaris in the US different from

what is happening in Pakistan, Bangladesh and India?
It is still shirk. People who insist that something that is
forbidden is allowed are engaging in shirk. 4. Cuz you
had to answer the same question a few times, here is
what I said: I dont view them as two Islams. Certain

ideas of mind have evolved. I worship the same
Creator, believe in the same Prophet, read (and have
memorized) the same Book, and so forth. You, and all
Muslims, change certain positions over the course of

their lives. Faith goes up and down, depending on sins
and good actions. I do not believe my methodology

per se has affected my iman. What a loaded question!
I didnt learn tafsir and hadith from non-Muslims; find
out yourself my curriculum and knowledge taught at

both institutions before you wish to impugn me
through your accusations disguised as questions. Also,

for your information, quite a few forward thinking
scholars at Madinah (including Dr. Adhami) were the
first poeple to place in my mind that I should get a

PhD from a Western University. I am not aware of any
comments being banned. I have myself checked and

double-checked. What you see on this page is the
comments that people have posted, the good, the

bad, and the ugly. As of yet (as far as I know) not ONE
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comment has been deleted. And I ask the other
moderators that as long as no vulgar language is

used, all comments should remain.
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After discussing the various topics of this tafsir in his
own introductory section, Imam 'Abd al-Quddus has

begun by first defining the term 'Tafsir' and
mentioning its major branches, followed by a section

in which he has explained and illustrated the meaning
of each verse with the aid of examples. This subject
has then been expanded by Imam Shibli on various
issues such as traditions concerning the Qur'an and

the details of the order in which its verses were
revealed. An interesting further topic is presented by

Imam Shibli in which he describes the process of
narrating the verses as well as different types of

narration. He then proceeds to discuss the manner in
which the narrators describe the Qur'an. Next, Imam
Shibli onc discusses the basic principles of Tafsir. He
then moves on to present a detailed treatment of the
subjects of the Qur'an, both al-Qur'an al-kareem and

the Qur'an in general, and illustrates his profound
knowledge of the subject with the help of many

examples, thereby establishing the fact that Imam
Shibli is a great scholar of the Qur'an. In his final

section, he turns to the narrators of the Qur'an, then
to the mode of reciting the Qur'an, which has been
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the subject of much controversy amongst the Muslim
Scholars over the past few centuries. He then has a

brief discussion about the different types of
recitations of the Qur'an, followed by some interesting

points. Next, he introduces the early Qur'an
commentators, which have been made famous by the

efforts of some famous Scholars, beginning with
Qatadah al-Samaw'al whose tafsir became the

standard of reference in all the other commentaries.
Finally, he explains the various aspects of poetry,

giving illuminating examples to support his
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